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Established in 2017, the Middle East LNG Institute examines the evolution of LNG in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) as the region transitions from a net-exporter to a net-
importer. The Institute’s mission is to facilitate the region’s community of LNG stakeholders and share knowledge and best practices. The Institute also provides the insights needed 
to successfully navigate through what are still uncharted waters for many Middle Eastern energy stakeholders. 

The Institute provides a single, independent and trusted platform for knowledge exchange, data gathering and intelligence sharing for stakeholders. These are crucial tools as the 
region explores comprehensive solutions to rebalancing one of the starkest juxtapositions in the global energy market. The Middle East is home to more than 40% of global gas 
reserves, yet the volume of the region’s LNG imports is climbing as domestic demand outpaces pipeline supply. The status quo is being rewritten – new demand, new supply, new 
hubs – and an ability to flex to these dynamic conditions will create the winners of a market that is nearing the top of the global energy hierarchy.
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In Kuwait, the natural gas needed to produce the steam 

for Ratqa’s planned thermal EOR operations is equal 
to a quarter of the country’s current gas production, 

according to GlassPoint. The incentives to reduce  
reliance on gas for EOR operations is clear.
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russia’s Looks to build 
‘Lng Island’ to supply 
booming asian market

Japan tries 
again for 
greater 
flexibility 
on Lng

aramco, petronas near 
start up of malaysia’s 
rapID refinery
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sharjah ruler 
awards oil & 
gas concessions 
to Italy’s eni

creating a benchmark 
for middle east oil 
products through 
a pricing reporting 
agency (pra) is 
necessary to facilitate 
the development of 
a healthy derivatives 
market and mitigate 
financial risk.
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http://www.arabnews.com/node/1435561/corporate-news
https://www.ogj.com/articles/print/volume-117/issue-1a/general-interest/aramco-petronas-near-startup-of-malaysia-s-rapid-refinery.html
https://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/Saudis-Plan-To-Link-UAE-Kuwait-Oman-In-Regional-Gas-Grid.html
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Russias-Looks-To-Build-LNG-Island-To-Supply-Booming-Asian-Market.html
http://www.petroleum-economist.com/articles/politics-economics/asia-pacific/2018/japan-tries-again-for-greater-flexibility-on-lng
https://twitter.com/MidEastLNG

